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While few would argue that blacks were better
than as free men, quantitative measures of the welfare gain
with emancipation
have been elusive.1 A number of researchassociated
the
turn
ers around
of the century did attempt to estimate the income of
blacks. However, these efforts were based on relatively small samples of
urban blacks at a time when more than 75 percent ofthe black population
was rural.2 No efforts were made to compare black and white incomes.
Even if income is used as a proxy for welfare, the lack of a reliable and
off as slaves

time series for black and white income from emancipa?
comprehensive
tion to World War II remains a problem. This has left a number of im?
in black economic
portant questions
history largely unanswered.
Specifically, what were the immediate material gains from freedom? Over time,
level of income and welfare
to whites, how did blacks fare?
that blacks
Although evidence suggests
equal pay for the same type of work in the
much less about the relation between white

what absolute

were

blacks able to achieve?

Relative

did not have equal access
between black and white

received roughly
South, we know
postbellum
and black income.3 If blacks
to land, capital, or higher-paying
jobs, the gap
income could have been large in spite of the
and whites

KENNETHNG is Associate Professor of Economics at California State University
Northridge.NANCYVIRTSis Associate Professor of Economics at CaliforniaState University,
Northridge.The authors thank Gary Anderson, William Brown, James Gikas, Stanley Engerman, Shawn Kantor,and Jora Minasian for reading and commenting on earlier drafts.
1. See KennethNg and Nancy Virts,"TheValue of Freedom,"Journalof Economic History
49 (December 1989}:958-65.
2. See for example, W. E. B. Du Bois, The PhiladelphiaNegro: A Social Study (New York:
Schocken Books, 1967 [1899]).
3. See Robert H. Higgs, Competitionand Coercion (Chicago: Universityof Chicago Press,
1977), 62-67 and Gavin Wright,Old South New South: Revolutions in the Southern Economy
Since the Civil War(New York: Basic Books, 1986), 182-83.
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it impossible to do more than
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In this paper we provide a
ing the income of black and

history

markets. Data on wage rates alone makes
at the effect of these factors on black

guess

partial answer to this question by estimatin the
white farmers from data contained
in conreturns of the 1880 census. We use these estimates
manuscript
and the regional pop?
junction with existing regional income estimates
ulation distribution to estimate the level of black and white income in
both the South and the nation.
We find that although black labor income
same as white labor income per worker in the
capita of blacks was almost 40 percent lower
in the United States earned only about 34
whites.

per worker was nearly the
rural South, the income per
than that of whites. Blacks
percent of the income of
in order of importance, the

The sources of this differential were,
of blacks in the South, differences

in income streams from
of children in the black family,
property ownership,
greater prevalence
and greater urbanization of whites.
We begin by estimating
black and white labor income in the cottongrowing regions ofthe rural South, and then turn to a more comprehensive estimate of income that includes the rent blacks and whites earned
concentration

The data collected
of land and farm implements.
ownership
by
Ransom
in
Kind
of
and
Richard
Sutch
One
Freedom
(referred to as
Roger
the Ransom and Sutch sample in the remainder of the paper) are the
basis for our calculations.4
the South, in
Although they collected data from counties throughout
from

One Kind of Freedom Ransom and Sutch restrict their analysis to 5318
farms sampled from 27 counties in the 17 regions they identify as the
Cotton South.5 They calculate income for black sharecroppers
and renters only. We estimate income for black and white farmers regardless of
the type of tenure using data from the entire sample. Because more is
4. Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, The Economic Conse?
quences of Emancipation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). A complete de?
scription of the sample can be found in Ransom, Sutch, and Boutin 1969. Since data on the
race and family size of farmers is contained in the manuscriptsto the population census and
data on farm operations and tenure is contained in the manuscriptsto the agriculturalcensus,
data on farm operations from the agriculturalcensus was cross-referenced by Ransom and
Sutch with personal data on farmers from the 1880 populationcensus to yield comprehensive
informationby farm. See also Nancy Virts, "Estimatingthe Importanceof the PlantationSys?
tem to Southern Agriculturein 1880," Journal of Economic History47 (Dec. 1987):984-91 for
a discussion of the sampling technique used by Ransom and Sutch.
5. Ransom and Sutch define the South as the 11 former confederate states: Virginia,North
Carolina,South Carolina,Tennessee, Georgia, Florida,Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Lou?
isiana, and Texas. The border states of Delaware, Maryland,Districtof Columbia,West Vir?
ginia, Kentucky,and Missouri were excluded. See Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom,
appendix g.
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the terms of the standard rental contracts in the cottongrowing regions than in the rest ofthe South, we present separate results
based on the 40 regions where cotton was grown and for the whole
South. The cotton-growing
regions contain 78 percent of the black pop?
ulation of the South in 1880 and 68 percent of the white population.6
known

about

Although the Ransom and Sutch sample is the largest source of data
in?
on postbellum
southern agriculture, it has drawbacks for estimating
come.7 Because the Ransom and Sutch sample was based on farms, not
agricultural laborers, it does not include agricultural workers who were
not tenants. If these workers had incomes lower than farm operators, per
will be biased upward.8 In 1910, 14 percent of
capita income estimates
and 27 percent of blacks working in southern agriculture were
working for wages off the home farm.9 Another possible source
the wage bill on large farms. Although enumerators
of bias concerns
were instructed to record the total wage bill, in some cases this infor?
mation was not recorded.10 Since virtually all large farms in the Ransom

whites

laborers

and Sutch sample were operated by whites, this bias would increase the
estimate of white per capita income more than black income. We attempt

6. Our income estimates are based on data from all counties in the Ransom and Sutch
sample where cotton was grown. Not all are part of the Cotton South as defined by Ransom
and Sutch. See Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom.
7. Besides the problems noted in the text, the Ransom and Sutch sample also suffers from
being nonrandom. The procedure described below was used to select counties in the South
that were then sampled. First,the South was divided into 61 economic regions based upon
soil type, economic characteristics,patterns of agriculturalproduction,and composition ofthe
population. Forvarious reasons only 49 of the 61 regions were actuallysampled. The selection
of economic regions is discussed in Roger Ransom and RichardSutch, "EconomicRegions of
the South in 1880," Berkeley,Southern Economic HistoryProjectWorkingPaper #3 (September 1969). Within each of these regions, one or more counties representative of the region
were chosen to sample. Fromeach of the counties a sample was drawn by selecting the first
5 of each 50 farms enumerated. For most counties, this sample was about 10 percent of the
total farms. In some larger counties a smaller percent of farmers were sampled. The Ransom
and Sutch sample contains data on 11,202 farms. Because of the cost of resampling and
rematching agriculturaland population returns, there is little that can be done about the
nonrandomness of the sampling process.
8. Unfortunately,nothing is known about the actual income of wage workers. Although
there is data on wage rates, there is no information about the average number of hours
worked. If wage workers worked the same number of hours as farmers their incomes may
have been higher. See Ng and Virts, "The Value of Freedom," 962.
9. Computed from U.S. Bureau of the Census, ThirteenthCensus of the United States,
"Population"(Washington, D.C, 1914), 436-64, table 7. Priorto 1910 the population censuses
either did not distinguish between agriculturallaborers working for wages and those working
on family farms or did not report data by race.
10. Enumeratorswere instructed to record the total wage bill, the man-weeks of white
labor hired and the man-weeks of "colored" labor hired. Some enumerators simply recorded
no information on hired labor. See Virts, "Estimatingthe Importanceof the Plantation Sys?
tem," for a full discussion of the problems with the wage bill reported in the 1880 census.
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farms where

the wage

bill is obvi-

Since the Census

collected no information on income directly for farm
we
estimate
income earned using information on the value of
operators,
and
costs
of
standard types of contracts
output
production
assuming
discussed
below. Our estimate of income only partially measures
rents
from accumulated
wealth. These rents can be divided into two sources:
rents from land, implements,
and workstock; and savings held in other
forms. The Ransom and Sutch sample contains direct information on the
number

of acres cultivated
by each
and
he
workstock
owned.
implements

farmer

as well as the amount of
While it is possible to estimate the
total amount of land owned by farmers who did not cultivate all their land
directly, there is no information on savings held in other forms such as
banks or other financial assets.12 To the extent
deposits at commercial
that income from savings
held in other forms are omitted, estimated
income will be biased downward.
There is reason to believe that the
omitted income would increase the income of whites more than blacks.13
fixed renters,
Farmers were identified by the Census as sharecroppers,
or owners. We estimated
labor income by farm using the following
formulas:
V?"

=

/?output + l/nousing
'other costs

" ((/+ */) ?
" ((/ + dc) ?
Vland)

^capital'
_ o
? V
?
yshare
4- V
_(?.//?
'
1"? 'noutput
vgarden produce
noutput ' vhousing
?
''other costs'l
'pork

' ''

'^'

11. The total wage bill was divided by the average weekly wage in that county to get the
number of man-weeks of labor hired. (Most large farms appeared to have a correctlyreported
wage bill even when the man-weeks of labor hired was not correctly reported.) If the land/
labor ratio implied by the wage bill was 200 acres or greater, the farm was removed from the
sample. Relativelyfew farms were removed from the sample for this reason. There was not
a significant difference in the ratio of white and black income when we calculated income
assuming that these farms had wage bills equal to average wage bill for farms of that size in
the region.
12. There is no hard evidence on the level of black savings. An attempt to form a black
bank is described in CarlOsthaus, Freedmen, Philanthropy,and Fraud (Urbana:Universityof
lllinois Press, 1976).
13. See RobertH. Higgs, "Accumulationof Propertyby Southern Blacksbefore WorldWar
I,"American Economic Review72 (September 1982):725-37; Robert H. Higgs, "Accumulation
of Propertyby Southern Blacks before World War II:Reply,"American Economic Review 74
(September 1984):777-81 and Robert A. Margo, "Accumulation of Property by Southern
Blacks before WorldWar I: Comment and FurtherEvidence,"American Economic Review 74
(September 1984):768-76 for estimates of black and white wealth in the postbellum period.
See Kenneth Ng, "Wealth Redistribution,Race, and the Southern Public Schools," unpublished manuscript, 1989 for alternative data on relative property levels.
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\.^b ' ^cotton)
'?output "r"^housing
"
?
iV+C/c)
\Zcapjta|) ^other costs)
'

\.00 ' Vcorn)
(3)

where:
= value of output reported in the census
^output
= value of housing provided
^housing
/ = interest rate = 7%
^iand = value of land
dl = weighted
of land and buildings
average of annual depreciation
= 4.1% for whites, 3.8% for blacks
= 15%
dc = annual depreciation
of implements
= value of implements
and
workstock
^capitai
= value of garden produce produced
garden produce
^cotton = value of cotton produced
^com = value of corn
Vother costs = costs of fertilizer, hired labor and animal feed.
For sharecroppers
the standard contract called for the division of out?
put, except garden produce and pork, evenly between owner and sharecropper. We estimate rent as half the value of output minus the estimated
value of garden produce and the value added in pork production.14 Since
the cost
chased

of purchased
inputs is also

inputs was also shared,
subtracted
from income.

half of the cost

of pur-

The landowner

usually
with workstock and implements.
We assume
provided the sharecropper
that the landowner incurred the cost of feeding livestock and depreciation
and opportunity
costs on the capital he owned.15
the Census did not distinguish
between sharecroppers
Unfortunately,
who supplied only their own labor to the production process and share
renters who provided their own implements
and workstock. Share renters paid a smaller percentage
of the crop but provided their own work?
We assume that all those whom the census
stock and implements.
cated worked for a share of the crop were sharecroppers.16

indi-

14. The value of garden produce is assumed to be $4 per capita and the value added in
pork production $1.67 per pig. See Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, 215-16.
15. The depreciation rate of capital assumed is 15 percent. See Ransom and Sutch, ibid.,
208. The interest rate used is 7 percent. This interest rate is the same as that used by Ransom
and Sutch, and is consistent with the rate paid on railroadbonds. Ransom and Sutch, ibid., 209
and FrederickR. Macauley, The Movements of Interest Rates, Bond Yields, and Stock Prices
in the United States Since 1856 (National Bureau of Economic Research: Washington D.C,
1938), A108.
16. Anecdotal evidence suggests that although sharecropping was more common than
share renting, share renting was more common among whites than blacks. We found that
even underthe assumption that all whites identified in the Census as rentingfor a share of the
crop were share renters raised our estimate of white total income and labor income by less
than 1 percent.
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a fixed fee was charged for use
about the rental
no direct evidence
of rent assuming
a standard contract
market the fixed fee must be equal
competitive
provides
estimate

of land. Since the Census
price of land, an indirect
type must be made. In a
to the implied fee under

share

or workstock were provided by the
renting, where no implements
landowner. So we assume the rent paid by fixed renters was equal to that
paid under a standard share rent contract: one-fourth the value of cotton
and one-third the value of corn.17 In order to estimate rent in areas where
cotton was not grown, we calculate the average rent paid in the cottonof output and assume that rented farms
growing regions as a percentage
in other areas paid the same percentage
of output as rent.18 Other costs
incurred by renters include purchased inputs such as fertilizer, the wages
paid hired workers, and feed for work stock.19 These are subtracted from
the value of output to yield labor income.
Costs to farm owners were similar to renters, with the exception that
instead of rent, owners paid the depreciation
and opportunity costs ofthe
land and buildings they owned. Since the Census reported these costs
rate used is a weighted average of the depre?
together, the depreciation
ciation rate of land and that for buildings.20
In addition, sharecroppers,
share renters, and renters received housfrom
in
owners
a
addition
to
share ofthe crop so the value of housing
ing
is added to the value of crops. The census reports the value of the farm
including land, fences, and buildings. In order to estimate the value of
housing we adjusted the ratio of land to buildings for blacks and whites
reported in the 1900 Census for the rise in the value of buildings relative
to land reported by Martin Primack.21
Per capita average black and white labor income was computed from
farm income using the following procedure. First, labor income per capita
by race in each

county

was computed

by dividing

total black or white

17. The Census reports the number of 400-pound bales of cotton and bushels of corn
grown on each farm. We assume a price of $.095 a pound for cotton and $.623 a bushel for
corn. See Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, 167.
18. Average rent in the cotton-growing areas was 21 percent of the value of output for
blacks and 24 percent for whites.
19. Feed requirements are 30 bushels of corn per mule and 35 bushels per ox and horse.
Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, 248.
20. The depreciation of land assumed is 2.7 percent. The depreciation rate of white dwellings is assumed to be 4.5 percent. Since the ratio of the value of buildings to land for whites
was 1 to 4, the weighted average is 4.1 percent. The depreciation rate for black dwellings is
6.7 percent, the weighted average is 3.8 percent.
21. See MartinPrimack,"FarmConstructionas a Use of FarmLaborin the United States,
1850-1960," Journal of Economic History 25 (March 1965):114-25. We take the ratio of land
to buildings for blacks and whites in the South in 1900 and assume that the increase in the
value of buildings in relationto land from 1880 to 1900 applied to both blacks and whites. This
implies a building to land ratio of 1 to 4 for whites and 1 to 6 for blacks.
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by total black or white family
in
farms sampled
each county.22 Since farms were sam?
county, this is equivalent to taking a weighted
average
each form of tenure where the weights are the share of
whites working under a given form of tenure in that

under

pled within each
of income under
all blacks or all

Black-White

all forms

of tenure

of regional per capita income were taken as a
county. Second, estimates
of per capita income where
weighted
average of county level estimates
the weights were the share of each county's black or white population in
the total black or white population of all counties sampled in that region.
Ransom and Sutch's regions were used. Finally, southern labor income
from regional black and white per capita in?
per capita was computed
by taking a weighted average of black or white regional per capita
where the weights were the share in black or white population of
the region in total black or white population
of the South.23
We estimate income both for the cotton-growing
regions and the en?
come

income

tire South. The estimates of black rural per capita labor income are $38.11
in the cotton-growing
regions and $36.93 in the whole South. The esti?
mates for southern white rural per capita labor income are $48.00 in the
cotton-growing
regions and $46.93 in the whole South. The ratio of black/
white rural labor income is .79 in both the cotton-growing
regions and
the whole South.24
Farm operators
earned income not only from land and implements
used in the cultivation of their own crop, but also from land and imple?
ments rented to others. Since the Census contains direct information only
on the amount of land and implements
used on each farm, it is necessary
to estimate the amount of income earned from renting land and imple?
ments to others. We assume that owners owned all land, implements,
and workstock attributed to them in the Census; renters owned all im?
owned nothing. We use the
plements and workstock; and sharecroppers
22. Counties with fewer than six observations were deleted from the sample.
23. Since the Ransom and Sutch sample was based on farms not population, the ideal
weights would be the share of each region's blackfarms (or white farms) in the total number
of blackfarms (or white farms). Unfortunately,the AgriculturalCensus of 1880 does not report
the number of farms operated by race, and we are forced to use population as weights.
24. Our estimates of black income differ from Ransom and Sutch's for the following reasons: (1) Ransom and Sutch's calculation is based on a subset of the sample they refer to as
the Cotton South that is not the same as our cotton-growing regions. (2) Ransom and Sutch
restricttheir calculations to tenants. Our calculations include owners. (3) Ransom and Sutch
further restricttheir calculations to "small family farms." These are defined as farms with 50
acres or less in crops and employing twenty-six weeks or less of hired labor. Our calculations
include all farms in the Ransom and Sutch sample. (4) Ransom and Sutch assume that renters
paid rent equal to that paid by sharecroppers. We assumed rent to be equal to that paid by
share renters. See Ng and Virts, 1989 for a discussion of this issue. See Ransom and Sutch,
One Kind of Freedom, Appendix A for a full description of their estimation techniques. Ran?
som and Sutch do not calculate income for whites.
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4 and 5 to calculate
rental formulas in equations
farm in each county.25

the average

rent per

owned

r c , (d
? 1/
? U
?
? V
noshare __ \.u
vother costs'\
vpork
\noutput
'garden produce
~ ddc) '
- ((dl) '
Vland)}
Vcap]tJ
^housing

(4)

/?rent = (.25 ? Vcotton) - (.33 ? VcoJ

(5)

where:
/?share = income
sharecroppers
/?rent = income
renters.

from renting
from renting

-

- ((dl) ?
Vland)
Vhousing

land, implements,
land, implements,

and workstock
and workstock

for
for

Since not all those who rented out land and equipment
were also farm
owners, we adjust the total rent per county downward by the percent of
rented farms owned by residents
outside the county as reported in
of land and implements
is
1900.26 If rental income from the ownership
included in the estimate of income, the per capita income of rural blacks
in the cotton-growing
regions increases to $42.58, the rural total per cap?
ita income of whites in the cotton-growing
regions increases to $66.81,
and the ratio of black to white rural total per capita income is .64. In the
South as a whole, the per capita income of blacks increases to $40.01, the
per capita income of whites increases to $65.43, and the ratio of black to
white total income is .61,27
In order to compare the income of black and white workers, per capita
income needs to be adjusted for the different age distributions
of blacks
and whites. The average black family in 1880 had fewer adults and more
children than the average white family; .5578 of black family members
were over 15, .6290 of white family members were over 15.28 Dividing the
25. In counties where cotton was not grown we assume that rent was equal to the same
percent of value of output as was paid on cotton-growing farms. See note 15.
26. U.S. Bureauofthe Census, TwelfthCensus ofthe United States, "Agriculture"(Wash?
ington, D.C, 1902), 310-11.
27. We also calculated blackand white income in the Cotton South as defined by Ransom
and Sutch. In the Cotton South, labor income per capita was $41.63 for blacks, $71.23 for
whites, and the black/white income ratio was .58. Total income per capita was $48.43 for
blacks, $96.90 for whites, and the black/whiteincome ratio was .50. It is possible that part of
the difference between the Cotton South and the cotton-growing regions is due to the undercount of capital on plantations located in the Cotton South. See Virts, "Estimatingthe
Importance...."
28. U.S. Government, Historical Statistics of the United States (Washington D.C: U.S.
Census Office, 1972), Series A 71-85. This procedure implicitlyassumes that all family mem?
bers over 15 were workers. Total workers per farm sampled in the 1880 census was not used
because of indications that enumerators were more likely to report family members as farm
workers for blacks than whites. Since the actual distribution of population and the age/
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estimates of per capita income by the share of the average family over 15
yields income per worker for blacks and whites in southern agriculture.
The estimate of labor income per worker for rural blacks in the cottonregions it is
growing regions is $68.30, for whites in the cotton-growing
$75.47, and the ratio of black/white total income per worker is .90. The
re?
estimate of total income per worker for blacks in the cotton-growing
in
labor
is
for
whites
the
same
income
worker
$76.31;
region
per
gions
is $105.05. The black/white worker labor income ratio is .73. In the South
as a whole, black labor income per worker is $66.21, white labor income
per worker is $74.62, and the black/white income ratio is .89. Total rural
income per worker in the whole South is $71.73 for blacks, $104.03 for
whites and the black/white ratio is .69.
The estimates
of black and white rural labor income per worker sugthat
labor
gest
earnings in the rural South were nearly equal. Although
the conventional
wisdom concerning
this conclusion
contradicts
black/
white income ratios in the South, it should not be surprising.29 Given the
large number of farms in the rural South, it is difficult to believe that
landowners
were able to cartelize the market for agricultural labor. Also,
while working in agriculture required certain skills, it did not require a
It is quite conceivable
that former
high degree of literacy or education.
in cotton production as whites who were
slaves had as much experience
before the Civil War.30
more likely to have farmed mainly for subsistence
Our results also are consistent with white and black tenants being equally
at cotton farming and receiving their marginal product as
productive
wages.31
When income from ownership
of land and capital is added to labor
the
income,
average per capita income of blacks was 61 to 64 percent of
white per capita income in the South. Given that blacks were emancipated for the most part without any assets beyond their own labor, it is
not surprising

that in 1880, whites

derived

more income

from the own-

earnings profile of those over age 15 is not known, our procedure is only a partialadjustment.
To the extent that blacks over 15 were younger than whites over 15, blackworker income will
be underestimated relative to whites.
29. Gavin Wrightfound that the wage of white and black agriculturallaborers were also
nearly equal. See Wright, Old South, New South, 182.
30. Ransom and Sutch calculate that in 1860, 84 percent of the cotton output was pro?
duced on farms with more than ten slaves. Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, 77.
31. See Higgs 1972 and Robert H. Higgs and Charles A. Roberts, "Did Southern Farmers
Discriminate?An Exchange," AgriculturalHistory 49 (April 1975):441-47 for a discussion of
the black/whitewage differentialin the postbellum South. Although our income estimates are
consistent with no discriminationand workers being paid their marginalproducts,they cannot
definitively answer the question for two reasons. First, no hard numbers on work effort are
available for the period. Second, blacks and whites may have been equally expioited by land?
owners, thus, receiving nearly equal wages but not receiving their marginalproduct as wages.
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ership of land and capital. Our results indicate that if the black/white total
income ratio in 1880 had been .79, i.e., equal to the ratio of black/white
labor income, average per capita black income would have increased
from $42.58 to $52.78 in the cotton-growing
regions and from $40.01 to
$51.69 in the whole South. While this is not an insignificant change, it is
not as large as might be expected.32
These estimates of average income per capita for black and white farm
operators can be used to estimate southern and national black and white
per capita income and worker income. Because inferring national income
agriculture depends upon several key assump?
should be viewed as conjectural.
Further, since
between
is not much difference
our estimates
for the cottongrowing regions and the whole South, this section shows the computations for the whole South only.
Average black per capita income in the South is a weighted average of
from income

tions,
there

these

in southern

estimates

urban and rural per capita income where the weights are the proportion
black population living in urban and rural areas. There is no
but since only 9 percent of
reliable estimate
of black urban income,
southern blacks lived in urban areas, our overall estimate of black income
is relatively insensitive
to an assumption
the rural/urban in?
concerning
of southern

come ratio.33 We assume that black urban income was 150 percent of
black rural income.34 Equation 6 shows the estimation of average income
for southern blacks.
i M? _ ^l/black
"yblack
' rural "?"
1 south _? P"yblack
\
?' r urban
= .91(40.01) + .09(1.5X40.01)
= $41.81
where:
= proportion of southern
p_
^mraf = tota' labor income
implements.

(6)

black population
living in rural areas
rental
from land and
income
plus

income is $41.81. Dividing by the
Estimated
southern
black personal
over 15, yields a black worker income of
share of the black population
$74.96.

32. See DeCaniofor a similar result. Stephen J. DeCanio, "Accumulationand Discrimination in the Postbellum South," Exp/orationsin Economic History 16 (April1979):182-206.
33. See Higgs, Competitionand Coercion, Table 2.6, 33.
34. See Higgs, Competitionand Coercion, 144-46 and 101 for a discussion of urban/rural
income differentials.
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can now be measured.
Equation
Income.35

7 is the basic

for Net National

NNI = Employee Compensation
+ Interest
+ Dividends
= $7,827,211,982

+ Entreprenurial
+ Rent

Income
(7)

Dividing by the population in 1880 yields a Net National Income per cap?
from the information
ita of $156.06. Per capita income estimated
pro?
vided by the Census does not include dividends or interest that comprise
16.15 percent of Net National Income in 1880.36 Subtracting interest and
dividend income from Net National Income yields a national average in?
to that measured for blacks in equation 6, of $130.85.
come, analogous
Black income in the South in 1880 was $41.81. The regional
timates of Richard Easterlin show that southern income was
of national income.37 Since income per capita in the South is
average of white and black incomes the following equation

income

r])W/south
Plsouth = TlS/south + (1
+ (.6395)(W/)
66.74 = (.3605X41.81)
=^>Wl = 80.79
where:
t] = share of blacks in southern population
= 51% of national
P'south = southern personal income
come
?/south = southern black personal income
W^south = southern white personal income.
This estimate

of white income

implies

es?

51 percent
a weighted
must hold:
(8)

personal

that in the South the overall

in?

black/

35. Net National Income is derived from the gross national product series in ChristinaD.
Romer, "The PrewarBusiness Cycle Reconsidered: New Estimates of Gross National Product,
1869-1908," Journal of PoliticalEconomy 97 (February1989):22-23. Net National Income was
derived from GNPby multiplyingNNIover GNPtimes GNPfrom HistoricalSeries F 1-9 for the
closest years for which NNIand GNP are available. Using Balke and Gordon's GNP estimates
yields a NNI in 1879 of $7,835,529,954 and changes the final estimate of white national total
income for the U.S. to $145.73. (See Nathan S. Balke and RobertJ. Gordon, "The Estimation
of Prewar Gross National Product: Methodology and New Evidence," 97 (Feb. 1989):84-85.)
Using the estimates for GNP in John W. Kendrick,Economic Accounts and Their Uses (New
York: McGrawHill, 1972), 290, interpolatingfrom decedal averages, and converting to 1880
prices using the implicitGNP deflator,HistoricalStatistics ofthe United States, series F-5, NNI
is $7,567,280,000 and white national total income is $140.44.
36. HistoricalStatistics, series E 61-66.
37. See Richard Easterlin, "Regional Income Trends, 1840-1950," in Robert Fogel and
Stanley Engerman, eds., Reinterpretationsof American Economic History (New York:Harper
& Row, 1971).
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ratio was .53. Dividing white per capita income by the share
of white population over 15 yields an average white income per worker
of $128.45. The ratio of black/white income per worker in the South is .58.
the estimate
of black southern
income with existing
By combining
national black personal income can be esti?
national income estimates,

white income

mated. The regional income estimates
of Richard Easterlin imply equa?
av?
tion 9, which shows national black per capita income as a weighted
black
of
income.
that
relative
per capita
Assuming
erage
regional
regional per capita income followed the same pattern as overall per cap?
ita income, equation 9 can be solved for Y^f^nal. Again because 89 per?
cent of blacks lived in the South, the estimate of black income is not
that blacks earned income outside the South
sensitive to the assumption
in proportion to their incomes in the South.38
"ynational _ ^south~ysouth , sn. central n. central"ysouth . sne ne"ysouth
i c^westwest"^south
/q\
= (.8903X41.81)
+ (.0552X1.92X41.81)
+
+ (.0052)(3.73)(41.81)
(.0494X2.76X41.81)
= $48.17
where:
5 = proportion of all blacks living in region
e = regional income as a multiple of southern
The final estimate

of national

income.

black per capita income

is $48.17.

Dividing

38. Because blacks were more urbanized outside the South, it is possible that black in?
come outside the South was higher than indicated by the regional relatives. Some simple
calculations can illuminate the possible bias on black national income. Black income within
any region is a weighted average of urban and rural income.
Y = 0(1.5)(X) + (1 - 0) (X) where: Y = regional income X = ruralincome p = proportion
of regional population in urban areas
Simplifying yields:
Y = X(.5p + 1)
In the South, 9 percent of the population lived in urban areas. The proportion of the black
population living in urban areas was 50.5 percent, 42.6 percent, and 51.5 percent in the Northeast, NorthCentraland West, respectively. Higgs, Competitionand Coercion,33. Manipulating
the equation shows the greater degree of urbanizationwould increase black income by 20
percent, 16 percent, and 20 percent in the Northeast, North Central,and West, respectively.
Adjusting the regional relatives would increase black income from $48.17 to $50.18, a 4.2
percent increase. Using the adjusted black national income figure in equation 10 increases
white income from $142.70 to $145.20, a 1.8 percent increase. The ratio of black and white
income increases from .34 to .35.
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over 15 yields a black income per
by the share of the black population
worker of $86.35.
All that remains in order to compute the national black/white income
to that com?
ratio, is an estimate of white income per capita analogous
As
for
in
9.
discussed
blacks
above, average national in?
equation
puted
is
a
is
income
Since
come
$130.85.
per capita
weighted average of white
and black incomes where the weights are the proportion of blacks and
whites in the population,
equation 10 must hold.
?
^J^'national
P'national = ^'national + (1
+ (.849)(Mr7)
130.85 = (.151X48.17)
=> VV7= $145.56

('0)

where:
P'nat.onai = Per capita income
^national = black per capita income
^national - white per capita income
r\ = black proportion of total population

= 0.151.

10 for white per capita income yields an estimated
Solving equation
white income of $145.56 and a black/white per capita income ratio in 1880
over 15 yields a
of .34. Dividing by the share of the white population
white worker income of $231.43 and a black/white worker income ratio of
of black income in the postbellum
.37. Existing estimates
period are
in Table 2.
are summarized
shown in Table 1. Our estimates
in conjunction with recent estimates of black
income estimates,
can be used to provide a partial picture of black progress from
black income draincreased
slavery to the present. First, emancipation
in leisure at market wages and neglecting
matically. Valuing increases
increased black income by
emancipation
utility increases,
nonpecuniary
These

income,

158 to 178 percent.39
Second, by 1880 southern black labor income per capita was almost 80
percent of white. About half of the difference between black and white
per capita labor income in the South was due to the younger age of black
families. After adjusting for the greater number of children in black fam?
ilies, black labor income per worker was 89 percent of white labor in
come.40 Clearly, blacks had made some progress toward income parity
with whites by 1880. However, black income per capita was only a little
over 60 percent white income in the rural South. Black per capita income
39. Ng and Virts, "The Value of Freedom."
40. This result supports Gavin Wright's contention that wage differentials between black
and white agriculturallaborers was small. Wright, Old South, New South, 182.
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Existing Estimates of Black Income (1880 Prices)
Year

Ransom & Sutcha
Fogel & Engerman6
Higgsc
U.S. Net National Income
per capita*
U.S. Income per capitae
Southern Income Relative
to National Average^

1859

1867-68

1879

1900

$ 35.59

$27.66
$35.93
$36.59

$89.02
$156.56

.72

$130.85
.51

.51

Sources and Notes: aRansom and Sutch, 1977 p. 5. Estimated from the Ransom and Sutch
Sample.
^Fogel and Engerman, 1974 p. 117.
cHiggs 1977, pp. 95-101. Higgs emphasizes his estimates are conjecturalonly. His
estimates are based upon agriculturalwage data.
dSee text.
eExcludes income from dividends and interest. See text.
tasterlin 1971, p. 40.
Table 2.

Black and White Income in 1880 (1880 prices)

Sources: See text.
Notes: aSouthern RuralLabor Income is defined as the income earned by selling labor by
farmers in the whole south.
^Southern RuralTotal Income is defined as income of farmers in the ruralSouth earned
from selling labor plus rental income from ownership of land, implements, and
workstock.
cSouthern Total Income is defined average per capita income of all Southerners excluding
income from savings.
^NationalTotal Income is defined as national average per capita income excluding income
from savings.
eWorkerincome computed by dividing per capita income by the share of black or white
population over 15; .5578 of blacks were over 15 in 1880, .6290 of whites were over 15.
Because age distributiondata from the 1880 census is given in discrete 5-year intervals,
little can be done about adjusting the wroker income estimates for different worker
participationrates of whites and blacks. If workers are defined as those under 10 rather
than under 15, the worker income ratios change to .86, .67, .56, and .36 for southern
rural labor income, southern ruraltotal income, southern total income, and national total
income, respectively.
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have increased from around $40 per capita to almost $52, if blacks
had owned the same amount of land and capital.
In the United States as a whole black income per capita was 34 percent
that of whites. Even if blacks had earned the same income as southern
below that of
whites, black income would have still been considerably
whites. The low levels of black income relative to whites in the United
would

of blacks in
States was due, in order of importance, to the concentration
black wealth, the greater pro?
the South, the low levels of accumulated
portion of children in the black family, and the lack of black urbanization
in the South.
that black income increased
Third, these results suggest
absolutely
indicate the
and relative to whites from 1880 to 1947. Reliable estimates
black/white income ratio was .47 in 1947.41 A black/white per capita in?
come ratio in 1880 of .34 implies blacks improved their per capita income
relative to whites at a rate of .48 percent per year.42 However, black prog?
ress in relative incomes was much faster after 1947. From 1947 to 1971
blacks improved their relative incomes at 1.092 percent per year, roughly
from 1880 to 1947.
two times the rate of improvement
when asThe income estimates
also provide a basis for comparison
of
blacks.
normative
statements
about
the
condition
Depicting
sessing
America as living in abject poverty depends mostly
blacks in postbellum
of comparison.43
While blacks may have been poor when
compared to some abstract standard, they were only slightly poorer than
rural southern whites. Black welfare may have been reduced by racial
but in
disenfranchisement
and other nonpecuniary
factors,
hostility,
terms of material welfare, the material standard of living of blacks was
on the basis

not much different

from those

of rural southern

whites.

41. David H. Swinton and Julian Ellison, Aggregate Personal Income of the Black Popu?
lation in the U.S.A., 1947-1980 (New York:BlackEconomic Research Center, 1973), 32, table
11.
42. (.34)(1.0048)67= .47
43. Ransom and Sutch write, "Theeconomic institutionsestablished in the postbellum era
effectively operated to keep the black population a landless agriculturallabor force, operating
tenant farms with a backwardand unprogressive technology. What little income was generated in excess of the bare essentials of life was exploited by monopolistic credit merchants."
Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, 198.

